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A prime Dedekind ring R, cf. Robson [ 151, is defined as a maximal 
order in a simple Artinian ring such that every right or left R-ideal is inver- 
tible. The definitions of noncommutative valuation rings and noncom- 
mutative Krull rings in the sense of Marubayashi are given in Sections 1 
and 2. Each of these classes C of rings has the following natural properties: 
(a) the intersection of C and the class of commutative rings coincides 
with the corresponding classical notion; 
(b) the class C is closed with respect to Morita-equivalence. 
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce a class of noncom- 
mutative Priifer rings having properties (a) and (b), and such that it 
contains the classes of prime Dedekind rings and noncommutative 
valuation rings. 
In Section 1, we discuss and clarify the meaning of the definition of 
noncommutative Priifer rings (cf. Definition 1.1); we point out how that 
notion is related to the well known notions of noncommutative Dedekind 
rings, Bezout rings, and noncommutative valuation rings. 
In Section 2, some properties of noncommutative Priifer rings are 
formulated and proved. We mention here a theorem saying that in every 
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class of the Morita-equivalence of a Priifer ring there exists a Priifer domain 
(Theorem 2.3), and a theorem about the intersection of classes of noncom- 
mutative Priifer rings and noncommutative Krull rings (Theorem 2.8). 
For a ring R we shall denote by R*, J(R), R,,, and Q,,(R) the set of all 
regular elements (i.e., the elements which are not zero-divisors), the Jacob- 
son radical, the ring of n x n matrices over R, and the classical ring of 
quotients (it it exists), respectively. All rings will have an identity element. 
1. A DEFINITION ANII EXAMPLES 01: NONCOMMUTATIVE PROOFER INGS 
Throughout R will be a prime Goldie ring with the classical quotient 
ring Q. By the Goldie Theorem the ring Q is simple Artinian. Given an 
additive subgroup I of Q, the right order and the left order of I are defined 
respectively to be the subrings of Q, 
O,(I)= {~EQ: fzlq}; O,(I)= (qEQ: IzqZ}. 
We also define the inverse of I to be I-’ = fq~ Q : 12 Iql}. The right and 
left quotients of R by a subset A or R are [R : A],= (qE Q : R? Aq} and 
[R : A], = {y E Q : R 3 qA }, respectively. We recall that an additive 
subgroup I of Q is a (fractional) right R-ideal provided (i) I? IR, (ii) I 
contains a regular element of Q, and (iii) there exists a regular element 
do Q such that R 3 dl. In the same way one defines left R-ideals. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A prime Goldie ring R is called a right Priifer ring if 
every finitely generated right R-ideal I satisfies the equalities 
I ‘I=R, II ’ = O,(I). (1) 
A prime Goldie ring R is called a leff Pri.fer ring if every finitely generated 
left R-ideal .I satisfies the equalities 
JJ ’ = R, J-‘J=O,(J). (2) 
Remark 1.2. (a) We shall see later that a prime Goldie ring R is left 
Priifer if and only if it is right Priifcr. But first we have to obtain some 
preparatory results in order to point out the categorical meaning of the 
equalities in (1) and (2). 
(b) Let us recall that a right (left) projective module can be charac- 
terized as a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of R. Also, a right 
(left) module M is a generator for the category of right (left) R-modules if 
and only if R is a direct summand of some direct sum of copies of M (cf. 
[ 17, p. 19, Proposition 6.1, and p. 94, Examples 11). 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let I be a right R-ideal of a ring R, and L = [R : I],. Then 
the jXowing statements are equivalent: 
(a) LI= R; 
(b) The right R-module I is generator in the category Mod-K r!f‘ 
right R-modules; 
(c) I ‘I= R. 
When these conditions are satisfied then O,(I) = R holds. 
Proof (a) o (b) The right R-module / is a generator in the category 
Mod - R if and only if R is equal to the set ,X(&I)) : cp E Hom(l, R)j, cf. 
[!7, p. 80, Lemma 5.23. Now the statements (a) and (b) are equivalent 
because Hom(Z, R) z L, cf. [ 16, p. 59, Proposition 4.11. 
(c)o (a). Suppose first that there exists a subset M of Q such that 
MI = R. Then O,(Z) = R. For qE Q and I z Iq imply MI? Mlq, i.e.. 
R 2 Rq, and thus q E R. In both cases (a) and (c) we therefore can use the 
equality O,(I) = R. 
(c)a (a). Now we can take I ’ as M. Using (c) the inclusion 
O,(I) 2 O,(I)R can be written in an equivalent form R 2 O,(Z)1 ‘I. By the 
definition of L it follows that Lz O,(I)I-‘, and thus LIZ O,(I), i.e.: 
LI 2 R. Consequently R = LI, and (a) holds. 
(a)*(c). This time we can put M = L. Also, from definitions of 
I- ‘, O,(I), and L it follows easily that O,(I) 2 I-‘12 LI. Hence 
R 2 /.-‘I2 R, i.e., (c) holds. Finally, the remark at the beginning of the 
proof for (c)o (a) shows that (a), (b), (c) imply O,(I) = R. 
In the same way the following result can be proved: 
LEMMA 1.4. Let J he a left R-ideal, and K = [ R : J] r. Then the following 
statements are equivulent: 
(a) JK=R; 
(b) The left R-module J is u generator in the category R-Mod of ILlfr 
R-modules; 
(c) JJ ‘=R. 
If‘conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, then O,(J) = R ho1d.s. 
The categorical meaning of the second equality in (I) (rcsp. in (2)) 
follows from the Dual basis lemma for projective modules (cf. [ 14, 
Lemmas 1 .l and 1.21). In fact, II I = O,(I) holds if and only if I is a 
projective R-module, where the relation O,(I) = R is used. Thus the next 
result has been proved: 
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THEOREM 1.5. A prime Goldie ring R is a right (left) Priifer ring if and 
only if‘every Jinitely generated regular right (left) R-ideal of R is a projective 
generator in the category of right (left) R-modules. 
Remark 1.6. We recall that two rings R and S are Morita equivalent if 
and only if the categories R-Mod and S-Mod of right (or left) modules are 
equivalent. It can be proved that rings R and S are Morita equivalent if 
and only if there exists a linitely generated projective generator M in the 
category of right R-modules such that 
S z End M R (cf. [ 6, Chap. 4, Theorem 4.291). 
As an easy consequence of this result, it follows that the matrix ring R, is 
Morita equivalent to a given ring R. A property shared by all Morita 
equivalent rings is said to be Morita-invariant. 
Now we can note the following consequence of the previous theorem: 
COROLLARY 1.7. The property of being a right (left) Priifer ring is 
Morita-invariant. 
A ring is called right (left) semihereditary if its finitely generated right 
(left) ideals are projective. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. A right (left) Priifer ring is right and left semi- 
heriditary. 
Proof: Let R be a right Prufer ring, and let U be a finitely generated 
right ideal of R. Since R is a prime Goldie ring, it follows that there exists 
an clement r of R such that U n rR = 0 and U + rR is a regular right ideal 
(cf. [ 14, p. 49, Lemma 22 and p. 57, Proposition 3.5 (ii)]). Using the fact 
that 
(U+rR)(U+rR)..‘=O,(U+rR), 
WC see that U + rR is projective. Therefore, U is also projective as a direct 
summand of a projective module, i.e., R is a right semihereditary ring. The 
matrix rings R,, for all n, are also prime Goldie rings (cf. Corollary 1.7), and 
therefore there are no infinite families of pairwise orthogonal idempotents 
in R,, for every n. It follows that R is also a left semihereditary ring (cf. 
[ 15, Theorem 3 ] ). 
Remark 1.9. The converse of Proposition 1.8 does not hold. For, 
assume that V is a commutative discrete valuation domain, and consider 
the ring R = [ L ‘(r,!“]. Put I= [-“F’ “‘,“‘I. Then R is semihereditary, but it 
is not a Priifer ring. In fact, I is a right finitely generated regular ideal of 
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R, and O,(I) # R, hence R is not a right Prtifer ring. But R is hereditary, 
since R is a free V-module (cf. [ 1, Corollary of Theorem 2.21). 
The next lemma and a proposition are also stated in order to prove that 
every right (left) Priifer ring is a left (right) Prufer ring. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let R he a right Priifer ring. Then for ecery ,finitel>~ 
generated left R-ideal J I$ R the follobving hold 
JJ- ’ = O,(J); J ‘J= O,(J). 
Proof: There exists a regular element dE Q such that R 1 Jd. From the 
left semiheredity of R (cf. Proposition l.S), it follows that (Jd)-’ (Jd) = 
O,(Jd). Since O,(Jd)=d-‘O,(J)d and (Jd) ’ =d--‘J--’ we have J--‘J= 
O,(J). Hence, 1 = C, Gicm siti, where s, E J- ’ and ti E J. Now, one can 
easily prove that L = C, G iG,,, siR is a right R-ideal of R. By Definition 1 .l, 
we have L ‘L= R. This implies J= L--‘O,(J), since LJ= O,(J). Thus 
JJ -’ 2 JL 2 L-‘O,(J)L 2 L ‘L and consequently 1 E JJ--‘. Therefore 
JJ-- ’ = O,(J). 
PROPOSITION 1. I 1. If R is a right (left) Priifer ring and e is nonzero 
idempotent element of R, then ReR = R. 
Proof Suppose that R is a right Priifer ring. Since R is a prime ring the 
ideal ReR is regular (cf. [ 14, p. 49, Lemma 2.11). Thus there exist elements 
ri, t,sR (i= 1, . . . . m) such that x=r,et, + ... + r,et, is regular element in 
R. Consider a right R-ideal I= rl eR + . . . + r,eR. Evidently I is regular, 
since XE I. On the other hand, a right regular ideal K= eR + xR is 
contained in ReR. This implies IK? IeR = r, eReR + . . . + r,eReR 2 
rl eR + . . + r,eR = I. Since R is right Prifer, we have I- ‘I= R. From 
ReRzK and IKzIit follows that ReR?R.ReR=I.-‘I.ReR?I-‘IKz 
I-‘I=R. Hence ReR=R. 
To conclude the proof it suffices to remark that in case of a left Prufer 
ring R we can take a left R-ideal J equal to Ret, + . . . + Ret,,, (instead of 
I), and a left ideal T = Re + Rx (instead of K), and use relations TJ? J? 
ReR 3 T, and JJ- ’ = R to get the inclusions ReR = ReR . R 2 TJJ ’ = 
TJ.J-‘zJJ ‘=R. 
P~o~osrrroh- 1.12. A prime Goldie ring is left Prtifer if and only $ it is 
right Prtifer. 
Proof Suppose that R is a right Priifer ring, and let J be a finitely 
generated left R-ideal of R. By Lemma 1.10 we have J- ‘J= O,(J). Hence, 
to verify relation (2) in Definition 1.1 it s&ices to show that JJ -’ = R. 
Now using Lemma 1.4, it follows that we have to prove that J is a gener- 
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ator in the category R-Mod of left R-modules. Since R is semihereditary 
(cf. Propositon 1.8), J is a projective and finitely generated R-module. This 
implies that there exist a left R-module N and a natural number n such that 
J@ NZ R”, where R” denotes the free left R-module of rank n. We may 
suppose that JON = R”, and that End(R”) = R,, the ring of n x n matrices 
over R. Let e be the projection of R” onto J. Then e is a nonzero idempo- 
tent of R,, and a left R,-ideal R,e corresponds to the left R-module J 
under the Morita equivalence between the categories R-Mod and R,,-Mod 
(cf. Remark 1.6 with M=J). Therefore, it is enough to prove that R,,e is 
a generator in the category R,-Mod of left R,-modules. The ring R, is right 
Priifer (cf. Corollary 1.7), and by Proposition 1.11 it follows that 
R,eR,, = R,. Denote [R, : R,e], by K. Then R,,eR,, = R, implies Kz R,, 
hence R,zR,e.KzR,,eR,,=R,, i.e., R,e.K=R,. Now using Lemma 1.3 
we see that R,e is a left generator. It follows that R is left Priifer. 
In the same way one can prove that every left Priifer ring is right Prufer. 
Let us remark that a variant of Lemma 1.10 for left Pri.ifer rings and its 
finitely generated right R-ideals, needed in that part of the proof, also 
holds. 
From now on we shall use the term a Prtifer ring instead of a right (left) 
Prufer ring. 
EXAMPLES 1.13. (i) Robson defined a right Dedekind ring as a right 
Noetherian right hereditary prime ring which is a maximal right order. By 
the result of Robson (cf. [ 14, Theorem 2.1 (i) o (ii), Corollary 2.2 (6) and 
Lemma 2.31) it follows that a right prime Dedekind ring is a Priifer ring. 
(ii) A commutative Priifer domain is a Priifer ring. 
DEFINITION 1.14 (cf. [4, Proposition 3, Theorem (3) and Definition 63). 
A subring S of a simple Artinian ring Q is said to be a (noncommutative) 
valuation ring of Q if S has an ideal J such that 
(a) S/J is a simple Artinian ring; 
(b) for each q E Q\S there exist s,, s2 E S such that s, q, qs, E S\J. 
In the same paper [4] the following statements are proved: 
(A) A valuation ring S is a left and right order in Q. Hence, S is a 
prime left and right Goldie ring. In addition, the residue ring S/J(S) is a 
simple Artinian ring; 
(B) Every finitely generated right (left) ideal of a valuation ring S is 
principal, i.e., S is a right (left) Bezout ring; 
(C) Every finitely generated right (left) ideal of a valuation ring S is 
a projcctivc S-module, i.e., S is right (left) semihereditary. 
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EXAMPLE 1.15. By the previous properties (A), (B), (C) a valuation 
ring is a Priifer ring. More generally, every prime Goldie ring which is also 
a right (left) Bezout ring is a Prufer ring. For if I is a right finitely 
generated R-ideal of a right Bezout ring R, then there exists dE R* such 
that R 2 dI, hence dI= aR for some a E R* (cf. [ 14, p. 57, Proposi- 
tion 3.41). Since R equals Ra-‘aR, it follows that (aR)-’ .aR = R. Thus I 
is a generator in the category Mod-R of right R-modules. On the other 
hand, we have isomorphisms 1~ dl and aR z R of right R-modules, hence 
I is a projective right R-module. Using Theorem 1.5 it follows that R is a 
Priifer ring. 
Further, if R is a domain such that a matrix ring R, is a Bezout ring, 
then R need not be a Bezout ring (cf. [S, p. 45; remark after Theorem 2.11). 
However, in that case R is a Priifer ring (cf. Corollary 1.7). 
DEFIKITON 1.16 (cf. [4, Definition 71). A valuation ring R is called a 
(noncommutative) discrete valuation ring if R is not Artinian and 
fl {J(R)“: 1 <ndx~}=O. 
Remark 1 .I 7. We remark that in a discrete valuation ring R the 
Jacobson radical J(R) is a principal right (left) ideal; all twosided ideals of 
R have the form J(R)” for some natural number n; and every regular right 
(left) ideal of R contains a nonzero twosided ideal of R, i.e., it contains a 
power of the Jacobson radical of R (cf. [4, Theorem 61). By a result of 
Kuzmanovich (cf. [9, Theorem 2.71) it follows that localizations at 
maximal ideals of a Dedekind prime ring are discrete valuation rings. 
It is well known that a commutative domain R is a Priifer domain if and 
only if the localizations R,, at prime ideals P of R, are valuation domains 
(cf. [11, p. 130, Corollary 6.71). In the noncommutative case even the 
existence of a localization is a difficult problem. Under the assumption that 
localizations exist, we can prove the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1.18. Let R he a semihereditary prime Goldie ring such that 
for every maximal ideal M of R the set C(M) = {r E R : r + ME (R/M)* > is 
a right and left Ore system of elements regular in R, and the localization R,: 
bvith respect o that system, is a oaluation ring in Q,,(R). Then R is a Priifej 
ring. 
Proof: Suppose that I is a finitely generated right R-ideal in Q,,(R). 
Consider the set L = {q E Q,,(R) : R 2 41). Evidently, L is a left R-ideal. 
Take any maximal ideal M of R. Then there exists an element a,M E R* such 
that IR,,,, = a+,R,. Hence, R, 2 a,;‘I. Let I be generated by elements 
h ,,..., b,,, i.e., I=b,R+ ... +b,R, and suppose that aW’hi=c-‘d,, where 
c E C( )M), and di E R (i= 1, . . . . n). Then we have R 2 ca,;‘, and therefore 
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(‘a,%4 ’ EL. We also have M P ca,&‘I. Otherwise, J(R,) = MR,w=, 
ca,’ IR,w = R,w, i.e., R, = J(R+,), which is a contradiction. Thus, M Z? LI 
for every maximal ideal M of R. Hence LZ= R and therefore, by 
Lemma 1.3, we see that I-II= R. 
The equality 11 ’ = O,(I) follows from the semiheredity of R (cf. the 
beginning of the proof for Lemma 1.10). In a similar way one can prove the 
equalities in (2) of Definition 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.19. An invariant distributive domain is a Prtifer ring. 
Proof: The first hypothesis of Proposition 1.18 is fullilled by a result of 
Brungs (cf. [3, Theorem l]), and so is the second by results of Tuganbaev. 
(cf. [ 18, Lemmas 4 and 83). 
Remark 1.20. (a) A right distributive domain R such that for every 
maximal ideal M of R there exists a localization R, which is a left chain 
ring is called, by Grater [7], a P-ring. It is known that RLw is a right chain 
ring (cf. [3, Theorem 11). 
(b) If a Prtifer domain R is a local with the unique maximal right 
(left) ideal M, then R is a valuation domain. For, in that case M= J(R) 
and R/M is a skewlield. Also R is a right semihereditary Ore domain. 
Hence R is a valuation ring (cf. [4 Theorem 4(l)]). 
2. SOME RFSULT~ON NONCOMMUTATIVE PREFER RINGS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. An overring ?f u Priifer ring is also a Prtifer ring. 
Proof: Let R be a Priifer ring, Q = Q,,(R), and let S be an overring of 
R, i.e., S is a subring of Q such that Q 2 S? R. Clearly S is a right and left 
order in Q. Hence S is a prime Goldie ring with Q,,(S) = Q. Suppose that 
an S-ideal J is finitely generated, e.g., J = a, S + . . . + a,S. We may 
suppose that a, E Q*. Consider a right ideal I= a, R + ... + u,R. Then 
IS = J. Since I-‘(K5) = (I- ‘1)s = RS = S we have, by Lemma 1.3, that 
O,(J) = O,(ZS)= S, J-‘J= S. On the other hand, J ’ ?,I ‘. Hence 
J ‘J? /-‘I. Thus 1 E J ‘J, and therefore J-‘J= l,(J). It follows that S is 
a Priifer ring. 
Now we shall give somewhat stronger form of Corollary 1.7. 
THEOREM 2.2. Every Jinitely generated right (left) projective module over 
a Priij& ring is a generator in the category of’ right (left) modules over that 
ring. 
Proof: We shall use the same idea as in the proof of Proposition 1.12. 
Let P be a finitely generated projective right module over a Prtifer ring R. 
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Then there exist a right module Q and a natural number n such that 
P@ Q 2 “R. where “R denotes the free right module of rank n. We identify 
P@ Q with “R and End(“R) with the ring S of n x n matrices over the ring 
R. Let e be the projection of “R onto P; e is an idempotent element of the 
ring S. Under the Morita equivalence between the categories Mod-R and 
Mod-S, a right S-ideal eS corresponds to the R-module P. It suffices to 
show that eS is a generator in Mod-S. We can do this by showing the 
equality SeS= S. But S= R,, is a Priifer ring (Corollary 1.5) and the 
equality SeS= S follows from Proposition 1.8. Using Lemma 1.3, with 
I= eS, we see that eS is a generator in the category Mod-S. 
THEOREM 2.3. A Priijkr ring R is isomorphic to (I ring of‘ the fkm eS,,e, 
ivhere S is u Priifer domuin, und e E S, is un idempotent element. In purticular, 
the ring R is Morita equioalent to a Priifer domain. 
Proof: Let Li be a finitely generated right Mjorm ideal of R (i.e., if U, 
and U, are nonzero right ideals of R contained in Li, then U, n liz # 0). 
Such an ideal exists. In fact, R a prime Goldie ring implies that there exist 
uniform right ideals U,, . . . . U, of R such that a right ideal U, + ... + Li,, 
contains a regular clement r E R* (cf. [ 14, p. 51, Lemma 2.8 and p. 57. 
Proposition 3.5)). Hence r = r, + ... + r,, for some r, E U,, . . . . r,, E C’,. Thus 
there exists an index i such that r, # 0, and therefore U = riR is a uniform 
linitcly gcncratcd right ideal of R. It follows that S = End( fJ,) is a domain 
(cf. [ 14, p. 73, Theorem 3.51). By Theorem 2.2, a right R-module C’ is also 
a generator in the category of right R-modules. This implies that the ring 
S is Morita equivalent to the ring R (cf. Remark 1.6) and hence S is a 
Priifer domain. On the other hand, by [ 14, p. 82, Corollary 5.4(b) J, .li is 
a finitely generated projective generator in the category of left S-modules, 
and R z End( sU). Since & is a finitely generated projective left S-module? 
there exist a left S-module 7’ and a natural number II such that U@ TZ s” 
(cf. [14, p. 81, Lemma 5.31). Hence End(.YC;)ZeS,,e, where eES, is an 
idempotent element corresponding to the projection C’--+ S”. This implies 
R 2 eS,r. 
Remark 2.4. We recall that an overring R’ of a prime Goldie ring R is 
said to be essential if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) There is a perfect right (left) additive topology F (resp. F,) such 
that R’= R,= R,, (cf. [17, p. 231, Proposition 3.43); 
(ii) If IE F (resp. JE F,), then R’l= R’ (resp. JR’= R’). 
Now we shall give the definition of noncommutative Krull rings in the 
sense of Marubayashi (cf. [ 12, Sect. 1). 
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I~FIKITION 2.5. A prime Goldie ring R is said to be a Krull ring if 
there are families { R,jlcX and {Sj}je y of essential overrings of R such that 
following conditions arc satisfied: 
(Kl) R=(n {R ,:i~X})n(n {S,:je Y}); 
(K2) Each Ri is a noncommutative discrete valuation ring, each S, is 
a Noetherian simple ring and the cardinal number of Y is finite; 
(K3) For every regular element c in R the inequalities CR, # Ri 
(R,c # R,) hold only for finitely many iE X; If Y = 0, then R is said to be 
bounded. 
Using the notations of Definition 2.5 and putting M, = R n J( Ri), ie X, 
WC state the following result of Marubayashi: 
LEMMA 2.6 (cf. [ 12, Proposition 1.11). For every i E X we have: 
(1) J(R,)=M,R,=R,M,; 
(2) The ideul Mi is a prime ideal of‘ R; 
(3) R,/J(R,)= Qc,(R!Mi); 
(4) The ring R sati!fies the Ore condition with respect to C(Mi) = 
{rER:r+MiE(RIM,)*} undR,=RC(M,) ‘. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be an order in a simple Artiniun ring Q. Then 
(1) If’ I is a right R-ideal such that II ’ = O,(I) and O,(I) = R, then 
for every .family { Ti}i of left R-submodules qf Q, I(n, T,) = nj (IT,); 
(2) If’ J is u left R-ideal such that J-‘J= O,(J) and O,(J) = R, then 
jbr every fumily {G,}, qf right R-submodules of‘ Q, ( nj G,)J= nj (GiJ). 
Proof We shall only prove (I). The containment c is clear. Since 
R=O,(I)=,I-‘I, it follows that TizI--‘ITizI ‘(n,ITi). Hence 0, T,z 
I-‘(n, IT,). Multiplying the last inclusion on the left by I we get 
l(r), T,)zZI ‘(0, ITi)=O,(I)(r)iIT,)? n,lT,, since 1 EO,(I). 
THEOREM 2.8. Jf R is u right (left) Priifer ring and bounded Krull ring, 
then R is a Dedekind ring. Conversely, every prime Dedekind ring is also a 
Krull ring and u Priifer ring. 
Proof Assume that R is a bounded Krull ring and a Priifcr ring. We 
shall USC the notations of Definition 5.2 and Lemma 2.6. By a result of 
Marubayashi (cf. [13, Theorem 1.13]), for the proof of the first statement, 
it suffices to show that every nonzero prime ideal P of R is maximal. From 
Lemma 2.6.(4), using the pairwise incomparability of the rings Ri (iE X), 
we get M, $ Mi and M, 2 M, for i #j in X. Therefore it is enough to 
prove that for every prime ideal P of R there exists iE X such that P = M,. 
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Let x be a regular element in P, and let i , , . . . . ik E X be all indices such 
that xR,# Ri. Suppose that Mi Z? P for every iE (iI, . . . . ik}. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.6, this implies that for every .j= 1, . . . . li there exists an element 
.“J E P n C(M,,), since (P + MJM,, is a nonzero ideal of a prime Goldie 
ring R/M,. Consider the right R-ideal I,, = xR + y, R + . + y, R. We have 
I,,R, = Ri for every iE X. Using Lemma 2.7( 1 ), we obtain I, = I,( nI R,) = 
n,I,,Rj=niRi= R. Since PzI,, we get a contradiction P= R. Conse- 
quently, there exists an index ie X such that M, 2 P. Let {i,, . . . . i,} be the 
set of all indices i E X with M, 2 P. As before WC can choose a right finitely 
generated R-ideal 1; such that P 2 1; and IbRi= R, for all indices 
in X‘\ Ii,, . . . . i,). Let us prove that 
P=n {PR,:kX). (3) 
Assume u.n {PR,:iEX}; a=a,c;‘= . . . =u,c;‘, where aiEP and 
ci~C(M5),j=l,...,t(cf. Lemma2.6). Put K=Ib+cr,R+...+f~,R.Then 
II E KR, for ig {i,) . . . . i,}, and also for the other indices i where KR,= Rj. 
Using Lemma 2.7, we obtain u E ni KR, = K( n, R,) = KR c P; hence, the 
containment 2 in (3) is proved. The converse inclusion is clear, so the 
equality (3) holds. Since P is regular, there exist finitely many indices 
I, ) . . . . I, such that P= R n PR,, n . . . n PR,,. By Remark 1.17, for every 
i, E X there exists a natural number k, such that PR,, 2 J( R$, .j = 1, . . . . m. 
Hence P 2 Mf,’ n . . . n M;“;. Since P is prime, it follows PZ M;, for some 
je {i,, . . . . i,, }, so P = M,,. Thus, we have proved the first assertion of the 
theorem. 
Suppose now that R is a Dedckind prime ring. It is obviously a Priifer 
ring by Example 1.13(i). Let us prove that R is a Krull ring. It is known 
by results of Kuzmanovich (cf. [9, Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 2.71) that 
R=Sn(n(R,. . M is a maximal ideal of R )). where R,w is a discrete 
valuation ring, and S is a simple Dedekind prime, hence a Noetherian ring 
defined as R = S n { y E Qc.( R) : R 2 yB for some nonzero twosided ideal B 
of R}. Using [ 14, p. 138, Lemma 2.53, we get S= IJ B ‘, where B is an 
ideal of R, and each R B- ’ is projective. Hence each B ’ is flat. This and 
[ 17, p. 34, Proposition 10.33 imply that S is a flat right and left R-module. 
Hence, by [ 17, p. 229, Proposition 2.41, we see that S is a perfect left, and 
analogously right localization. Here WC have also used the fact that Q,,(R) 
is a perfect right and left localization of R (cf. [ 17, p. 230, Example]). By 
the same arguments [ 17, p. 229 2301, it follows that R, is essential over 
R for all maximal ideals M of R. 
It remains to prove that for every regular element r E R the inequality 
rR,+, # R, (resp. R,r # R,) holds only for finitely many maximal ideals 
M. By [9, Theorem 4.101, we have 
Q/R g Q/S@ ( @ { Q/R,u : M maximal ideals of R} ). 
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Then r ’ 4 R, only for finitely many ideals M, i.e., for almost all maximal 
ideals M of R we have r ’ E R,. Hence r is invertible in R,v, i.e., 
rR ,w=R.Mr=RMu, for almost all maximal ideals M of R. It follows that R 
is a Krull ring, as desired. 
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